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Sustainability:
• Purpose of this Dapp:
• The protocol's ultimate objective is to create 

a reliable, long-lasting, and simple source of 
stable coin accrual. IgniteBusd’s development 
team wants to build a direct decentralized 
application (dApp) where users can 
exclusively deal with stable coins without 
being concerned about bear market price 
swings. Users who want to assist the 
expansion of DeFi initiatives in the ecosystem 
without taking on a lot of risk might think of 
this as an additional layer of safety.

• Where is IgniteBusd capital coming from and 
has the team KYC’d yet?

• The IgniteBusd team does not hold user 
money intended for investments in trust. 
Only fees from stakes and un stakes are 
invested by us. The team has not yet been 
KYC'd. In the future, after additional audits 
are finished, we will likely contemplate a KYC.



• What category of crypto project would IgniteBusd
Fall under? ROI dApp? miner? Staking protocol?

• Ans:) IgniteBusd has a lot going on inside, thus it 
doesn't exactly fall within the typical DeFi
application categories. One way to think of the 
protocol is as a hybrid between a ROI dApp and a 
staking mechanism. IgniteBusd is, in essence, a 
diversified investment fund.

• Sustainablity of project and sustainable earnings 
outside the protocol:

• Our portfolio is continually being expanded and 
diversified as we conduct our covert debut. We are 
using this early growth period to make sure that we 
are allocating the proper amount of capital to each 
area. We're still in the early stages, thus the 
investment portfolio has not yet accrued enough 
earnings to fund our smart contracts. Developers 
are not permitted to alter any aspects of the 
protocol. Fees are unchangeable. The yield cannot 
be changed. Mechanisms are immutable. We would 
urge consumers to unstake their initial investments 
if we discover that the profits are unsustainable, 
and we would then need to deploy a V2 contract 
with new rates.

•



• Diversified Investment Fund:
• An investment fund that is broadly invested 

across many market sectors, assets, and/or 
geographic areas is known as a diversified fund. In 
that case for IgniteBusd is investing in Lending 
Protocols,Liquidity Mining, New DeFi Projects and 
Validator Hosting.

• ‘ New defi projects’ section of diversified 
investment:

• In their endeavours to develop fresh and 
intriguing applications in the field, IgniteBusd
plans to invest in additional DeFi development 
teams. The top earner for the diverse Portfolio 
will be this in conjunction with investments in 
reliable methods. After completion, the portfolio 
dashboard will display the wallet address, 
holdings, partnerships, and anticipated revenue.

• Is it really possible to make 2-6% per day?
• If you only consider passive income strategies, the 

answer is categorically NO. We are utilising fees 
for ACTIVE investing techniques here at 
IgniteBusd. The highest variation in prospective 
returns can be seen here. By actively investing in 
the proper protocols, launches, and firms, 
engaged users can earn 10-100X returns in DeFi, 
one of the few financial sectors where they can 
do so.



• How is this sustainable?
• After sufficient volume enters and departs the 

protocol, sustainability is what IgniteBusd
aims to achieve. The true treasury leverage 
can be seen once there has been enough 
movement, even if we assume 10% for stakes 
and somewhere between 7% and 2% for 
unstakes. The treasury revenue will eventually 
exceed the TVL requirements, but it will take 
time and deliberate budgeting to achieve this. 
This sustainability estimate is based on the 
safeguards provided by our Smart Contract 
mechanisms alone, which include stake 
earnings rate resets based on 
compounding/claiming. We began with $30K 
in external reserves, which will give us some 
more power for fee investments.



PLATFORM:
• Taxes:
• 0% tax on compounding or claiming earnings, 

moreover If you unstake initial Investment, fees 
apply and earnings are collected automatically. If 
you only collect earnings, then no fees.

• Staking Investments:
• You receive incentives after unstaking your initial. 

Any additional stakes are unaffected by unstaking. 
For precise earnings calculations, please see the 
tables on our webpage. If you unstake vs if you 
claim, the payouts are different.

• Furthermore unstaking does not have an effect on 
existing stakes. However Currently, you can only 
create new stakes. You cannot add to an existing 
stake. Regarding the staking value the stake 
amount you choose to invest is taken into account 
when determining the 10% staking charge. The 
original stake amount is used to calculate the 
unstake fees (minus staking fees). Moreover you 
can unstake your initial investment at any time



• Compound and collect:
• Your winnings are paid to you when you 

collect, and all stakes' daily winnings are reset 
to zero at that time. A new stake is created 
with the amount compounded, and the same 
reset occurs. If you compound, the daily rate 
resets to 2% once more, but your overall 
staked value is now increasing your earnings. 
Moreover Each time you compound, a new 
stake is made. A distinct stake is the 
compounded value. Fees would be levied 
based on how many days the stake had been 
live if you sought to unstake that 
compounded sum. The compounding process 
is in no way impacted by taxes or other costs. 
Do not forget that compounding will result in 
a new stake. There would be charges if you 
sought to unstake this new stake. When 
creating this stake using the compound 
option, no costs are charged.



• Fees , return rates and pay outs:
• Our smart contracts do not have any owner 

functions. Return rates, fees, withdrawal 
policies, and staking possibilities cannot be 
altered by the team. A fresh set of Smart 
Contracts would need to be launched and a 
community vote would be necessary if a 
modification was necessary.

• Meaning of collection in the platform statistics 
lab:

• Total rewards collected by users for the 
platform (excluding initial withdrawals).

• Calculator ends at 100 days , does the earning 
also stop?

• No. You will be earning 6% retroactively after 
51 days for the entire duration of the protocol.

•



What	is	Lending	in	
IgniteBUSD?
• In lending the Ignite platform gives you 3% of 

lending fee. 
• Will I get 3% everytime? No You can’t.
• If you lend. Only you are the user. So you will 

get 3% from each investment. Suppose 
another person comes and they also lended 
then the formula will be applied 
totalLendUsers/3% so like that you will get.

• Lending importance is to support TVL. 
• Which makes IgniteBusd none Ponzi. In many 

platform there is no strong backup supports. 
We have an opportunity that every lender of 
our platform will be satisfied because he is 
earning and daily base he can collect his 
dividends


